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PROGRAMS to support bicycling
“When I got a bike I must
have been the happiest
boy in Liverpool, maybe
the world. I lived for that
bike.”
- John Lennon
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TOM SLOAN

Part Four: Programs to support bicycling
Neighborhood:
ASHCREEK
Reason for bicycling:
Commutes to work because it’s the
RIGHT THING TO DO - and it’s a good
year-round challenge.
Favorite Portland bicycling event:
THE WORST DAY OF THE YEAR RIDE

YAHOO MAPS

“Portland is such a great cycling city because most drivers here are aware
of cyclists and recognize cycling as a valid and important transportation
option. I love it that so many more people are commuting now and riding
on nights and weekends than was the case when I started cycling again in
1996.”

Bicyclist

PROFILE
Dean
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ENCOURAGING BICYCLING

4.1.1 Introduction
Encouragement strategies are vital components
of bicycling infrastructure projects. Portland
has proven successful in developing innovative
encouragement strategies resulting in a variety
of projects and programs that reach a broad
spectrum of Portland residents and visitors.
Because of its comprehensive promotional,
educational and encouragement strategies,
Portland has seen dramatic increases in bicycle
trips in conjunction with the expansion of its
bikeway network.
The primary purposes of encouragement
strategies are to:
• Reach out to Portland’s ‘interested but
concerned’ residents to help make bicycling
their first choice for transportation
• Attend to the service and information
needs of current bicycle riders to help them
ride safely and comfortably while making
bicycling even more convenient
Equity in encouraging bicycling
Despite the cost savings and health benefits
of bicycling, many people who could bicycle
choose not to, particularly among communities
of color and those who are economically
or otherwise disadvantaged. In 2009, the
Community Cycling Center in Portland

undertook a project called ‘Understanding
Barriers to Bicycling’.1 They began partnering
with organizations serving communities of
color in North and Northeast Portland in
order to understand the cultural and economic
barriers to bicycling and to design a pilot
project to overcome those barriers. The Bureau
of Transportation will benefit by incorporating
the lessons learned from this effort into its
encouragement projects and programs.
4.1.2 Promotion and encouragement
overview
Encouragement programs are designed to
motivate ‘interested but concerned’ residents to
ride a bicycle confidently and securely. These
programs help residents view bicycling as a
reasonable transportation option and give
them the opportunity to try bicycling in a
low stress and safe setting. By participating in
these programs residents gain more bicycling
experience. With experience comes confidence,
and with confidence bicyclists will ride in more
varied settings. Ultimately, they become regular
bicyclists and will maximize the number of trips
they make by bicycle rather than driving.

Transportation Options offers free bicycling and walking
maps, and valauble travel information
JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG
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Basic encouragement strategies incorporate:
• Service
• Behavior change
1 More information about the project is available online at http://
www.communitycyclingcenter.org/index.php/understandingbarriers-to-bicycling/
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Young bicyclists learning proper helmet use
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• Awareness
• Incentives
Each strategy addresses the primary subjective
reasons why Portland residents choose not
to ride a bicycle for transportation and aims
to raise the comfort and safety for those who
already choose to ride.
4.1.3 Services
Services mainly focus on increasing safety and
convenience for current riders. Services enable
current riders to increase the number and
quality of trips they take by bicycle. Bicycling
services are provided by numerous public
agencies, non-profit organizations, volunteer
groups and businesses.
Maps, information and trip planning
Bicycle maps that indicate bicycling routes and
treatment types are a basic service for bicyclists.
The City of Portland regularly updates, prints
and distributes free bicycle maps for different
areas of Portland. In 2008-2009, the Bureau
of Transportation distributed approximately
90,000 bicycle and walking maps, all of
which are also available free online. The City
of Portland also publishes a guidebook on
bicycling in Portland and develops bicycle
safety curricula for children.

Portland distributes:
• A guide to Oregon laws pertaining to
bicycling
• A brochure on proper bicycle helmet fitting
• Instructions for children on safe riding
skills and techniques
• A calendar of bicycling events and rides
Trip planning and information:
Trip planning tools offer assistance for new
and experienced bicyclists planning a bicycle
trip. An online tool called ‘bycycle.org’ is
available for area bicyclists. It uses the Google
Maps interface and Metro’s region-wide Bike
There map to provide route information for
users. As inputs are limited, more advanced
input choices, such as topography, traffic
speeds and type of bicycle facility, would allow
bicyclists to better assess ideal routes. Interface
improvements would allow route information
to be accessed by a broader audience of Portland
bicyclists.

Bicycle trip planning and bicycle facility
maintenance request forms should be offered in
more formats, similar to what transit agencies
provide to their customers. The Portland
Bicycle Plan for 2030 promotes a 24-hour,
7-day-a-week phone or automated trip planning
service with emergency roadside assistance for
flat repair and other bike maintenance issues.
Containing the City of Portland’s enhanced
customer service and information options in
one interactive website would serve as a main
internet portal for Portland bicyclists. While
the interface meets current needs for offering
Portland’s online maps, an overhaul is necessary
to make it a more useful tool to promote
Portland bicycling.
Transportation Management Associations:
Transportation Management Associations
(TMAs) play a key role encouraging
transportation options in large employment
areas. TMAs provide customized, employerbased programs and information to increase
cycling and other transportation alternatives.
The Lloyd District TMA offers high-level
customer service by providing a storefront for
commuter information and offering individual
consultations to its employers and employees.
It also provides businesses information on
attracting more customers to their stores by
bicycle. Similarly, the Swan Island TMA
publishes information specific to the Swan

Other agencies, organizations and businesses
publish the following material that the City of

The City of Portland manages a maintenance
request and information phone line that allows
residents to leave a message and get questions
or requests answered. The City of Portland
also offers bicycle trip planning through its
SmartTrips program, where residents can obtain
a personalized bicycle trip plan, either by phone
or by email.
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Equipping bicyclists
The City of Portland does not offer programs
that provide bicycles or equipment for
bicyclists, but other organizations have
programs that could benefit from City of
Portland support. These programs include free
bicycles for low-income adults and children,
bicycle education on urban cycling and free
lights and locks for low-income residents.
Fleet bicycles
Encouraging businesses to promote the
use of bicycles for work trips can positively
impact costs to employees and employers
while increasing mobility and fleet efficiency,
particularly in a dense urban environment
such as downtown Portland. Several Portland
businesses and agencies have piloted or
implemented bicycle fleets, and the City
of Portland should partner with these
organizations to learn more about the benefits
of fleet bicycles. Tax breaks, policies and other
incentives for encouraging fleet bicycles would
help promote future investment.

City of Portland programs aimed at creating
lasting changes in behavior include:

Learning bicycle handling skills at Sunday Parkways
JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG

Consistent funding is often a challenge for
TMAs and staffing is a significant cost. The
Portland Bicycle Plan for 2030 promotes a
program to help more TMAs succeed in
Portland.

4.1.4 Behavior change
The City of Portland tests, adopts and expands
programs to promote long-term changes in the
transportation habits of Portland residents,
workers and students. These programs focus on
offering information and providing hands-on
experience to encourage bicycling and other
transportation options as alternatives to driving.

SmartTrips Residential Program
Reaching 20,000 to 30,000 Portland
households per year, SmartTrips invites
Portland residents to order bicycling and
other transportation options information and
participate in neighborhood bicycle rides and
workshops. The program has successfully
reduced single-occupant driving trips by almost
nine percent annually since it began in 2003.
Offering the SmartTrips program in each
district within Portland every five years would
more effectively provide Portlanders with
transportation information such as updates to
Portland’s bicycle network and bicycle shop
locations, and changes to bicycle-relevant traffic
laws. Expanding SmartTrips to include personal
consultations with a City transportation
options ‘ambassador’ would further address
household-specific needs, questions or concerns
regarding transportation options.

PORTLAND BICYCLE PLAN FOR 2030
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Island employment center on optimal bicycle
and transit routes.
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Approaching a bicycle cut-through
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SmartTrips Business Program
Portland employers who join the SmartTrips
Business Program are provided transportation
options information and free consultations to
encourage commute alternatives to driving.
The Bureau of Transportation contacts
businesses directly about the program. The
Portland Bicycle Plan for 2030 promotes that
all employers subject to Oregon’s Employee
Commute Options rule execute a SmartTrips
program at least every five years and provide
transportation options information to new
employees.
All major employers should also incorporate
a transportation options kit into their new
employee orientation to increase commuter
options awareness and internalize the program
into the orientation process. Employers
offering transportation options materials should
provide new employee SmartTrips kits.
SmartTrips to School
In 2009, 70 of 73 Portland public elementary
and K-8 schools offered the parents of 2nd and
5th grade students an opportunity to order free
transportation options materials and incentives
through the SmartTrips to School program.

program in partnership with Portland State
University in 2007 and 2008 to evaluate
student transportation needs. This partnership
revealed that marketing and program
implementation must be successfully targeted
to entice college students to participate.
Colleges and universities often have distribution
and communication networks in place that
SmartTrips can utilize, so that a SmartTrips
College program that provided appropriate
training would enable the institutions to
administer the program internally.
New Resident SmartTrips
A SmartTrips program for new residents offers
an opportunity to provide information on
transportation options to residents who are
new to Portland. This program should include
opportunities for new residents to meet with
a transportation options ‘ambassador’ to
address household needs, questions or concerns
regarding transportation options.

based trip diary. In 2008, over 1,000 Portland
area employers and over 10,000 commuters
participated. Participants logged 1.2 million
miles biked in September 2008!
The BTA and other bicycle-friendly
organizations conduct numerous other largescale encouragement events.
Personalized bicycle training
Potential bicyclists often benefit from
relationships with co-workers, friends and
relatives who already bicycle. This personal
contact allows new bicyclists to learn and
to experiment while having strong support
and encouragement. Several organized and
impromptu efforts exist in Portland to create
mentor relationships or ‘buddy programs’
between new and experienced bicyclists who do
not already know one another.
The City of Portland has developed and
administered several small-scale bicycle training
efforts for adults that are conducted primarily
in group settings. These efforts include:

Initiating a SmartTrips College program would
reach a broad, mobile portion of Portland’s
population that is often willing to bicycle. The
Bureau of Transportation piloted a SmartTrips

Bicycle Commute Challenge and other largescale encouragement events
The Bicycle Transportation Alliance (BTA)
annually orchestrates a free Bicycle Commute
Challenge for area employers to compete
with other employers for the highest level
of employee bicycle commuting over a onemonth period. As part of this event, the BTA
offers bicycle commute workshops and invites
participants to track their progress on a web-
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Women on Bikes: A free, annual training
and encouragement program specifically for
women.
Portland By Cycle: A free, annual
educational and encouragement program
for novice bicyclists.
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Biking is Back: A program aimed at
allowing seniors to try comfortable
and stable three-wheeled bicycles and
encourages empowerment in transportation
and health decisions.

4.1.5 Awareness
Bicycling awareness programs alone do not
typically create regular bicyclists, but they
inform residents about how to bicycle in a safer,
more convenient and comfortable manner. It
is critical that bicycling infrastructure, services
and behavior encouragement programs are
promoted through awareness activities.

The City of Portland does not offer bike safety
clubs or bike camps for children. However,
organizations like the Community Cycling
Center offer these programs to teach safe
riding skills and give low-income students the
opportunity to earn a free bike, helmet and lock
by meeting specific learning and safe-bicycling
objectives. Offering similar clubs to more area
schools and similar camps in more Portland
neighborhoods would attract youth to bicycling
programs. Increased funding for bicycle giveaways and scholarships for bicycling camps
would allow more low-income youth to take
advantage of the programs.
Culturally specific classes and rides can aid
novice bicyclists from diverse backgrounds in
becoming familiar with cycling in Portland.
The City of Portland offers bicycle rides, clinics
and Safe Routes to School volunteer trainings
in Spanish to reach the growing community of
Spanish-speaking Portland residents. Increased

Outreach events
The Bureau of Transportation is invited to
conduct outreach and promote bicycling
and transportation choices at approximately
70 annual Portland area fairs and events
each year. Public demand for staff time and
materials exceeds current staff capacity. In
2008, Transportation Options staff was unable
to fulfill approximately 40 requests for staff
presence. The Portland Bicycle Plan for 2030
recommends increasing outreach staff to allow
the Bureau of Transportation to expand its
participation in community awareness events
for bicycling.
The Bureau of Transportation’s most visible
outreach event, Sunday Parkways, began in
2008. For this event the City of Portland hosts
a variety of healthy physical activities in area
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Raising bicycling awareness at the Providence Bridge Pedal
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classes and trainings in additional languages
should make bicycling more accessible to
Portland residents that speak English as a
second language.

Group bicycle training
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Bike Champions: A pilot project that
offers incentives for downtown commuters
who encouraged their co-workers to ride a
bicycle for transportation.
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Public outreach
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parks, then links the parks with streets closed
to automobiles. Sunday Parkways provides
Portland residents an opportunity to safely
recreate in their own neighborhood by walking,
biking, running or rolling along the route to
activities in the parks and to nearby shops and
businesses. In 2008, the first Sunday Parkways
event in North Portland took place on six
miles of Portland streets which connected four
parks. In 2009, Sunday Parkways were held in
three Portland areas - North, Northeast and
Southeast. For 2010, five events are planned.
Delivering more Sunday Parkways events
throughout warm weather months would raise
awareness about bicycling and healthy activities,
and provide Portland residents an opportunity
to bicycle in an automobile-free environment.
Many other Portland organizations also help
raise bicycling awareness. Shift, a non-profit
organization self-described as a “loose-knit and
informal bunch of bike-loving folks,” 2 hosts
many popular bicycling events in Portland.
Its monthly Breakfast on the Bridges event
began as a way to thank bicycle commuters
by offering them free coffee and donuts on
the Steel and Hawthorne bridges. This event,
entirely organized by volunteers and funded
primarily via donations, has significant impact
on bicycling awareness and has gained national
notoriety from numerous articles, blog posts
2 http://www.shift2bikes.org/whoWeAre.php
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and films. Local groups like Shift organize
more than 3,000 bicycle rides and events
annually, which significantly raise bicycling
awareness. While the City of Portland often
partners with organizations for specific events,
the Portland Bicycle Plan for 2030 promotes the
creation of formal policies to provide ongoing
support to valuable community efforts.
Visibility campaigns
Visibility campaigns can take many forms.
Public service announcement campaigns
that include billboards, bus and transit
advertisements, and television and radio
spots can be effective at raising specific issue
awareness. Portland has received positive public
response from past road safety campaigns such
as See and Be Seen and Eye to Eye’
Media coverage is also important in raising
awareness about bicycling. A Portland State
University student research study found a
statistically significant correlation between
increased media exposure and the number
of bicyclists crossing Portland’s Willamette
River bridges. While bicycling can also garner
negative media, the study revealed that the
number positive articles about bicycling far
surpassed the number of negative articles.
Increased internet presence, through websites
sponsored by either the City of Portland
or community organizations, is key to

increasing bicycling visibility. Local blogs like
BikePortland.org , for example, can convey
current local bicycling issues to Portland
residents while increasing international
visibility of these issues. A stronger internet
presence will also allow the City of Portland to
offer its free bicycling maps online to increase
their visibility. The Portland Bicycle Plan for
2030 promotes an expansion of the City of
Portland’s web portal, PortlandOnline,3 to have
a more unique and interactive internet presence
to increase the visibility of Portland bicycling.
Research, conferences and presentations
Portland has been both host and initiator of
several prominent bicycling conferences. The
Portland Bike Summit in 2006 convened
Portland residents, bicycling advocates and
government agencies to discuss and plan for
bicycling in Portland. The World Carfree Cities
International Conference, the Safe Routes
to School National Conference and the Pro
Walk/Pro Bike Annual Conference are other
bicycling-related conferences that Portland
has hosted. Bicycling organizations select host
cities like Portland because of its internationally
recognized reputation for cycling and walking.
Portland bicycling reaps the benefits from this
exposure locally, nationally and abroad.
Portland bicycling also benefits from research
3 http://www.portlandonline.com/
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Advocacy and awards
There are several major bicycling advocacy
groups with a core of dedicated activists
committed to working with government
agencies and the business community to
advocate for better bicycling infrastructure and
programs in Portland and throughout Oregon.
The Bicycle Transportation Alliance (BTA) is
the largest with 5,000 members statewide and
4,000 members in the Portland metropolitan
area. The Portland Bicycle Advisory
Committee (PBAC) advises and makes
recommendations on bicycling policy, planning
and projects for the City of Portland. The
Northwest Trail Alliance (formerly Portland
United Mountain Pedalers) advocates for trails

The Bureau of Planning and Sustainability
recognizes businesses with significant and
unique achievements in sustainability at its
annual Businesses for an Environmentally
Sustainable Tomorrow (BEST) Awards. The
goal of the awards is to inspire the business
community by showcasing innovation and
commitment to sustainability. The Portland
Bicycle Plan for 2030 promotes the recognition
of businesses for innovative sustainable
practices, particularly if they result in an
increase in bicycling.
4.1.6 Incentives
Incentives for bicycling are often focused on
commuting and energy efficiency. For example,
the City of Portland offers employees the
opportunity to earn an additional $38 (2009)
each month for bicycling to work for 80 percent
of all scheduled workdays, which matches the
City’s transit subsidy. The Portland Bicycle
Plan for 2030 promotes utilization of similar
bicycling subsidies at other workplaces.
Portland businesses can also take advantage
of commute incentives by offering bicycle
commuters up to $20 each month in tax-free
incentives for qualifying expenses. Also, the
State of Oregon’s Business Energy Tax Credit
(BETC) program allows employers to take a 35
percent tax credit when they invest in energy

PORTLAND BICYCLE PLAN FOR 2030
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Bicycling visibility campaigns
JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG

Academic interest in bicycling issues in
Portland ultimately has led to an increase in
guest speakers coming to Portland to discuss
bicycling. Bicycling presentations, whether
general commentary or technical research, add
to Portland’s collective knowledge on bicycling
and further illustrates Portland’s reputation as a
world-class bicycling city.

and infrastructure for mountain bike riders.

TriMet ‘Bikes and Transit’ presentation, 2008
JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG

and academic endeavors in Portland, such as
Portland State University’s Initiative for Bicycle
& Pedestrian Innovation and the Oregon
Transportation and Research Educational
Consortium. Portland is often used by classes as
a living laboratory to study bicycling issues and
inspire new research that promotes bicycling.
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Steering Committee Co-chair Jay Graves, Congressman
Peter DeFazio, BTA’s then-Executive Director Scott Bricker
and Cycle Oregon’s Jerry Norquist at a BTA awards event
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efficiency strategies such as installing bicycle
parking. Encouraging businesses, particularly
in congested employment centers, to take
advantage of state and federal incentives for
bicycling commuters will help increase the
number of bicyclists. While Oregon’s BETC
program has had some success at encouraging
private sector programs that benefit bicycling,
a City of Portland tax credit program could
be tailored to the specific needs of Portland
businesses and bicyclists to effectively increase
private investment in bicycle improvements.
4.1.7 Recommendations for
encouraging bicycling
4.1 A. Expand the City of Portland’s
offering of maps, information and
trip planning to encourage new
bicyclists and increase convenience
for those who are already riding.
Specifically:
• Offer free transportation options
information, such as New Resident
SmartTrips, to new Portland residents
• Continue and expand developing bicycle
maps in multiple languages

walking map updates to residents,
businesses and community organizations
• Offer more online interactive mapping
features
• Provide regular updates on detours and
traffic along popular bicycling routes
• Collaborate with regional agencies,
including TriMet and Metro, to develop an
online, interactive bicycle route planning
tool
• Create a single website for accessing bicycle
trip planning and customer service and as a
repository for information like the City of
Portland’s bicycling maps
• Develop an interactive online map of
bicycle parking
• Continue partnerships with current
Transportation Management Associations
(TMAs) and work with the business
community and other organizations to help
initiate new TMAs
4.1 B. Support programs to increase
access to bicycles.

necessary to bicycle safely and comfortably
• Develop and market information and
materials to encourage employers to initiate
or expand fleet bicycle programs
• Seek creative methods to engage
communities in underserved areas by
coupling encouragement and education
with facility development
4.1 C. Expand programs that promote
long-term changes in the
transportation habits of Portland
residents by encouraging bicycling.
Specifically:
• Offer the SmartTrips program in all
Portland districts every five years
• Expand the SmartTrips Business program
to promote bicycling and transportation
options to Portland businesses more
effectively, and partner with local agencies
such as Metro, TriMet and the Department
of Environmental Quality (DEQ) on
outreach to Portland employers
• Collaborate with Portland schools to offer
SmartTrips material to all parents of 2nd
and 5th grade students

• Continue offering free bicycling and

Specifically:
• Increase City of Portland support,
including technical and funding support,
to expand programs that help low-income
Portland residents gain access to equipment
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• Expand distribution of bicycling and
walking maps to airports, transit stations,
libraries, grocery stores and hotels

• Offer SmartTrips programs to 8th and 11th
grade students, promoting age-appropriate
transportation options and bicycling
information
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• Develop a pilot program to provide
personalized bicycle training opportunities
for novice riders
• Assess the best methods for developing a
Portland citywide personalized training
program

• Continue and expand partnerships with
organizations promoting bicycling
• Ensure bicycling remains visible to the
public through public campaigns, media
coverage and a strong internet presence
• Increase support for conferences and
research by partnering with organizations
and sponsoring bicycling-related academic
work

• Explore specific culturally-specific classes
and rides to help novice bicyclists with
varied cultural backgrounds get familiar
with bicycling in Portland

• Increase partnerships with local advocacy
groups and support award programs that
promote bicycling in Portland

• Develop partnerships with community
organizations to provide bicycle training
and education to residents with whom
the City of Portland does not sufficiently
engage

4.1 E. Investigate strategies for providing
incentives to bicycle.

4.1 D. Continue to raise the awareness
of bicycling and reinforce safe
bicycling behaviors.
Specifically:
• Increase outreach staff to meet demand
for bicycle and transportation options
encouragement and education

Specifically:
• Encourage more employers to offer
financial or other incentives to employees
who bicycle to work

City of Portland’s bicycling and walking maps
JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG

• Support participation in events that
encourage bicycling for transportation,
or support other goals and policies in the
Portland Bicycle Plan for 2030

• Offer additional Sunday Parkways and
create a model for sustainable program
funding

Sunday Parkways maps
JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG

• Develop a SmartTrips program for new
Portland residents
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• Develop marketing materials to educate
employers on federal and state credits for
energy efficiency efforts which include
promoting bicycling
• Explore the development of a City of
Portland business tax credit program for
bicycle-related investments
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Breakfast on the Bridges event
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4.2

SAFETY EDUCATION AND
ENFORCEMENT

4.2.1 Introduction
During the process of developing the Portland
Bicycle Plan for 2030, one theme often heard
was the need to address unsafe bicyclist
behavior. As more Portland residents begin
bicycling, appropriately targeted safety
education and enforcement will become critical
elements and primary measures in developing a
world-class bicycling city.
Since adoption of the 1996 Bicycle Master
Plan, bicycling in Portland has become safer.
The bicycle crash rate decreased significantly
as bicycle ridership increased. An increase
in safety is also reflected in crash data for
Portland’s entire transportation system – as
bicycling has become safer, so too has walking
and driving. The conditions that improve
bicycling transportation also improve overall
safety. While nationwide and statewide traffic
fatalities were decreasing in 2009, Portland’s
fatality rate was declining six times faster than
the national average and three times faster than
the Oregon average. Regardless, concern for
safety remains a significant barrier to increasing
bicycling in Portland.

• General driver education, including the
dangers of speed and driving under the
influence, as well as compliance with traffic
control devices

new objectives and related action items
to improve road safety, promote bureau
and agency collaboration and create traffic
enforcement strategies pertaining to bicycling.

• Driver education specific to interactions
with bicycles, including general awareness
of sharing the road, how to safely pass,
when to yield and how to safely overtake
cyclists on the road

Bicycle crash data
Bicycle crash data is a key component of
identifying potentially unsafe conditions for
bicyclists. For example, the Portland Bureau
of Transportation’s safety specialists analyze
available crash data and discover that crashes
are clustered in specific corridors and are
particularly frequent at some intersections.
Using this data, the Portland Bureau of
Transportation is able to prioritize funds to
redesign problematic intersections and increase
education efforts for road users about the safety
issues at intersections. For example, the Bureau
of Transportation’s ability to experiment with
bike boxes, new roadway treatments that allow
bicyclists to move to the front of traffic queues
at signalized intersections, is in part due to the
analysis of crash data that identified problematic
intersections for bicyclists.

• Education specific to bicycling, including
safely sharing the road, traffic laws and
proper roadway positioning, such as
navigating intersections
Traffic enforcement coupled with engineering,
education and encouragement efforts is
integral to bicycle traffic safety. Bicycle traffic
enforcement efforts should encourage safe
and lawful travel by strategically targeting
high-risk behavior and locations, maximizing
education benefits and focusing on community
partnerships and communication. Balancing
traffic enforcement with bicycle safety
education and encouragement efforts will
improve road safety for bicyclists, motorists and
pedestrians while helping the City of Portland
reach its goals for mode share, climate action
and energy-reduction associated with bicycling.

There are four main repositories for bicycle
crash data used by transportation safety
specialists to evaluate crashes.1 Increased
reporting detail, particularly for less severe
crashes, will provide the Portland Bureau of

Safety education related to bicycling is divided
into the following categories:

4.2.2 New objectives for safety
education and enforcement
The Portland Bicycle Plan for 2030 develops
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1 See 2007 Existing Conditions Report, Chapter 6 Safety; available
online at http://www.portlandonline.com/transportation/index.
cfm?c=50736
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In addition, reports from roadway users and
local stakeholders can also serve as valuable
information when crash data does not reveal
any immediate safety concerns. For example,
bicyclists reported concerns about potential
right-hook crashes at the N Interstate Avenue
and N Greeley Avenue intersection before
crash data showed any potential problems. In
2007, three crashes (with one fatality) occurred
there within a six-month period. Crash data
alone was not sufficient for identifying the
intersection before crashes occurred, but
bicyclists’ reports were beneficial in redesigning
the intersection and launching an education
campaign about right-hook crashes.
Investigation of bicycle crashes
Full investigations of crashes that result in
ambulatory injuries or worse to bicyclists
and pedestrians will allow the Bureau of
Transportation to develop more effective
strategies to help prevent these crashes. Lack of
data about bicycle crashes, particularly ones that
do not involve an automobile, presents a gap in
the Bureau of Transportation’s understanding of
the causes and proper actions needed to lower
or eliminate bicycle crashes.

Efforts should be made to increase information
gathering and distribution about bicycle crashes
that do not involve contact with an automobile.
These bicycle crashes include single crashes with
a stationary object (like with a railroad track,
with other bicycles, with a pedestrian or ‘runoff-the-road’ crashes).
4.2.3 Road safety
A key component of road safety is traffic
speed. Higher automobile traffic speeds result
in greater severity of crashes, particularly for
bicyclists and pedestrians. As automobile
speeds increase from 25 to 35 miles per hour,
for example, pedestrian fatalities increase from
5 percent to 65 percent.2 Bicyclists are equally
vulnerable (see Figure 4-1).
By law, the Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT) is responsible
for establishing speed zones on all Oregon
highways. Oregon cities and counties are not
allowed to set or change speed limits but may
appeal speed-related zoning recommendations
to the State of Oregon’s Speed Zone Review
Panel. This system significantly limits
Portland’s ability to control speed limits to
make streets safer and more attractive for
bicycling.

Portland Police at an I Share the Road event
JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG

Transportation a better understanding of
bicycle problem spots and will aid in creating
more responsive policies and facilities that lead
to safer bicycling conditions.

JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG
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The City of Portland’s Transportation System
Plan calls for reducing local traffic speeds
2 Source: Portland Bureau of Transportation
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Traffic law enforcement
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their school, and assistance with special
events such as International Bike and
Walk to School Day

Motor vehicle impact speed, stopping distance and LIKELIHOOD OF FATAL
OR SERIOUS INJURY to a vulnerable roadway user:
Impact speed
(Miles per hour)
20
25
30
35

Stopping
distance
110 feet
150 feet
200 feet
250 feet

Likelihood of injury
Percent fatal
0%
5%
45%
65%

o Educational programming such as child
passenger safety seat education for
grades K-1, pedestrian safety education
for second graders and bike safety
education for 5th graders

Percent serious injury
0%
65%
50%
33%

o Engineering strategy report prepared by
the Portland Bureau of Transportation’s
staff and targeted safety improvements,
such as crosswalks, speed bumps and
bicycle parking installation

FIGURE 4-1: Likelihood of fatal or serious injury to a vulnerable roadway user

through enforcement and design in designated
high-density Main Streets, Regional Centers
and Town Centers3 to levels that are safe and
comfortable for bicyclists and pedestrians.
With more control over speed limits, the
City of Portland will better achieve regional
and local objectives while creating improved
conditions for bicycling.
4.2.4 Safe Routes to School
Safe Routes to School is a partnership between
the City of Portland, schools, neighborhoods,
community organizations and agencies. These
partners advocate for and implement programs
to make walking and biking around our schools
fun, easy, safe and healthy for all students
and families in Portland. For the 2009-10
school year the Bureau of Transportation will
offer Safe Routes to School programming to
70 elementary and K-8 schools throughout
3 As identified in Metro’s 2040 Growth Concept
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Portland. The number of participating schools
and the type of programming they will receive
for the 2009-10 school year include:
• 25 Portland schools will receive the
comprehensive Safe Routes to School
programming, including:
o Family friendly map of the safe
bicycling and walking routes in the
school’s neighborhood
o Traffic enforcement support from the
Portland Bureau of Transportation and
the Portland Police Bureau
o Encouragement support from the
Portland Bureau of Transportation’s
staff, which includes the SmartTrips
to School individualized marketing
program for parents, volunteer trainings
for community members interested
in promoting walking and biking at

• 15 Portland schools receive everything but
the engineering strategy report and targeted
safety improvements
• 30 Portland schools receive the Safe Routes
to School map, enforcement support and
encouragement support
4.2.5 Other safety education efforts
The City of Portland has several programs to
address bicycle safety education:
Classes, campaigns and public service
announcements
The City of Portland, other agencies and local
organizations conduct a variety of efforts
designed to educate and raise awareness about
traffic and bicycle safety issues.
The Share the Road Safety Class was developed
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The City of Portland also conducts Public
Service Announcements (PSAs) that are
often aimed at raising awareness. These are
disseminated through various media outlets,
the City of Portland’s website, billboards, bus
shelters, benches and posters.

Another opportunity to educate road
users about traffic safety occurs when new
infrastructure projects are built. Road users
may already be receptive to new messages
because the built environment has changed. For
example, the Portland Bureau of Transportation
and the Portland Police Bureau conducted an
educational campaign about intersection safety
in conjunction with the construction of bike
boxes at several high-crash intersections.
Bicycle helmet safety
Oregon law requires bicyclists 16 years of
age or younger to wear a bicycle helmet. The
Portland Bureau of Transportation collaborates
with several community partners and Portland
Public Schools to conduct the Safe Routes to
School program and highlight the importance
of helmet use for children. While adults are
not required by law to wear a helmet, the City

PORTLAND BICYCLE PLAN FOR 2030
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Steering Committee Co-chair Mia Birk on Bike and Walk
to School Day
JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG

The Share the Path campaign is the City of
Portland’s educational effort aimed at increasing
safety and comfort of the city’s multiple-use
trails. In addition to creating a well-distributed
brochure, the campaign has staged several
outreach events to educate trail users on
bicycle and pedestrian safety. Share the Path
followed the City of Portland’s I Share the Road
campaign to raise awareness about traffic safety
and the numerous travel modes sharing the
right-of-way.

Specific motorist and bicyclist education
Several opportunities exist to increase bicyclist
and motorist education on traffic safety. Many
public and private employers require or offer
driver training for their employees. Exploring
partnerships to shape the curriculum to include
bicycle-specific information for motorists
presents a unique educational opportunity to
a group of road users that the City of Portland
does not have direct access to. This also could
help reach drivers who live outside of Portland
but drive or ride a bicycle in Portland.

Safe Routes to School Conference, Portland, 2009
ELLEN VANDERSLICE

for drivers, pedestrians and bicyclists who have
received a citation for a traffic violation. The
class is a collaborative effort with Multnomah
County Courts, the Portland Bureau of
Transportation, the Portland Police Bureau,
and the Legacy Emanuel Trauma Nurses Talk
Tough program. The class focuses on traffic
laws and safety issues as they relate to bicyclists,
pedestrians and motorists traveling in the public
right-of-way. Individuals who have been cited
and who successfully complete the class may be
eligible to receive a dismissal of their conviction
or a sentence of discharge (conviction entered
but no fine) for their citation.

BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION ARCHIVES
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‘I Share the Road’ event
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of Portland encourages helmet use as research
consistently shows a reduction in traumatic
and fatal injuries when a bicyclist in a crash
is wearing a helmet. The Portland Bureau
of Transportation distributes an ODOT
brochure that demonstrates proper helmet
fitting. In addition, several Portland Bureau of
Transportation maps and bicycling brochures
have information regarding helmet use and
encourage all bicyclists to wear one.

Willamette Pedestrian Coalition Community
Policing Agreement. The agreement calls
for an increased level of communication
and cooperation among the community
and key stakeholders with transportation
responsibilities, a collaborative approach to
traffic safety strategies, a list of the locations
with the greatest need for improved safety and
improved data collection processes to accurately
inform the community of safety trends.

The Portland Bureau of Transportation has
tracked helmet use in Portland since 1992 and
recorded an increase from 44 percent to 76
percent in 2007. Helmet use is dramatically
increasing while the bicycle crash rate is
decreasing. All of these factors contribute to
making Portland a safer place for bicyclists and
other road users.

Multi-bureau enforcement strategies
The Portland Police Bureau and the Portland
Bureau of Transportation collaborate to
determine the causes of injury and death
on Portland roadways and to respond to
community concerns and service requests. To
increase bicycle and traffic safety, the bureaus
should develop traffic safety enforcement
strategies based on crash history and/or service
requests, then identify and apply specific best
practices for enforcement that address bicycling
safety challenges.

4.2.6 Portland Police Bureau
enforcement
Enforcement strategies and actions are a
key component of bicycle and traffic safety
education. The Portland Bicycle Plan for 2030
identifies actions below that will help establish
the Portland Police Bureau as a national leader
in bicycle safety traffic enforcement.

4.2.7 Recommendations for safety
education and enforcement
4.2 A Expand the Safe Routes to School
program.

• Expand educational offerings to include
programming for middle and high-school
aged youth
• Support innovative programming for older
youth, such as bicycle building workshops,
bicycle racing or recreational athletic
teams and leadership training to work with
younger Safe Routes to School students
• Recruit and support parent and school staff
volunteers to create more school-specific
and culturally-specific encouragement
programming
4.2 B

Increase safety education and
outreach to encourage safe travel
behavior for all travel modes.

Specifically:
• Develop culturally specific outreach and
education programs
• Continue offering the Share the Road
safety class and make it available to the
general public as a traffic safety educational
opportunity
• Expand the Share the Path campaign and
focus efforts on high bicycle and pedestrian
traffic areas

Community policing agreement
On October 15, 2009, the Portland City
Council adopted Ordinance 183247,
the Bicycle Transportation Alliance and

Specifically:
• Offer a comprehensive Safe Routes to
School program to all Portland schools
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• Explore a partnership with other agencies,
such as ODOT and Metro, to develop a
region-wide traffic safety program that
includes classes and other opportunities for

• Develop more Public Service
Announcements to raise awareness about
traffic and bicycle safety
• Utilize educational tools, such as warnings,
diversion-type classes and media coverage,
and create an outreach model for education
efforts to achieve maximum improvements
in bicycle and traffic safety with minimal
economic impact to drivers and bicyclists
• Work with ODOT and the Oregon State
Legislature to achieve local control in
setting speed limits
• Explore partnership possibilities with
ODOT and driver education groups to
shape the curriculum
• Continue educating Portland residents of
all ages about proper helmet use and the
safety benefits of wearing a helmet
• Educate Portland residents about
conspicuity and bicycle light requirements
and support programs that work to equip
bicycles with appropriate lights

4.2 C Regularly assess road safety data
to inform design and engineering
improvements.
Specifically:
• Work with local and statewide
organizations and agencies to ensure bicycle
crash data is recorded, accurately catalogued
and analyzed to result in safer bicycling and
road conditions in Portland
• Fully investigate all bicycle, pedestrian and
automobile crashes resulting in ambulatory
injuries or worse, and investigate all lower
severity crashes, whenever possible

JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG
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• Develop and annually update a high-risk
location list and a high-risk behavior list in
collaboration and communication with the
Bureau of Transportation and community
groups
• Investigate reports from roadway users and
local stakeholders about potential safety
issues for bicyclists
• Clarify the City of Portland’s multi-bureau
strategies for addressing locations and
behaviors with a high risk of injury or
death, and for low-crash locations with high
levels of concern for livability, community
and equity
• Consider setting standards for street
lighting specific to bicycle boulevards and
other key bicycle facilities

PORTLAND BICYCLE PLAN FOR 2030
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Enforcement of new bicycle facilities
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4.2 D Implement enforcement practices
that contribute to the safety and
attractiveness of bicycling.
Specifically:
• Incorporate multi-modal traffic safety and
the enforcement strategy for helping to
make bicycling safe and attractive into the
daily work of all divisions of the Portland
Police Bureau
• Create an outreach model for education
missions
• Develop an enforcement hierarchy for
bicycle safety and enforcement strategies
to communicate priorities clearly. In
particular, the Portland Police Bureau
should:
o

o

o
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Prioritize enforcement toward
motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians
based on available data that documents
the correlation of specific travel
behaviors to potential injury and
livability concerns
Increase level of enforcement for drivers
and bicycle riders who operate while
under the influence of intoxicants
Clarify operating procedures for
enforcement actions at ‘high crash’ and
‘low crash’ locations

o

Create a calendar of bicycle safetyrelated enforcement activities and
update it at regular intervals to
communicate with the public about
ongoing actions and strategies

• Produce an annual report summarizing
the Portland Police Bureau’s and Portland
Bureau of Transportation’s bicycle-related
activities and results over the past year, set
goals for the upcoming year and publish as
part of the Portland Police Bureau’s existing
annual enforcement summary
• Develop a strategy between Transportation,
the Portland City Attorney, the Portland
Police Bureau, other City of Portland
bureaus and community groups to interpret
unclear state and city laws pertaining to safe
bicycling and develop possible legislative
changes to clarify or improve existing laws,
including the following considerations:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Safe passing distance
When a bicyclist may leave a bike lane
When a motorist may enter a bike lane
Stop sign requirements
Yield requirements
Bicycle lighting equipment
Culpability for non-reckless drivers
Rules and responsibilities on multi-use
paths
Pedestrian use of bike lanes

4.3

WAYFINDING FOR
BICYCLISTS

4.3.1 Introduction
Portland’s bicycle wayfinding system is
intended to complement the City of Portland’s
bikeway network. A consistent, logical and
comprehensive wayfinding system makes
bicyclists feel safe and comfortable on
Portland’s streets and trails by guiding bicyclists
to and along the best routes for riding in a
particular direction or to a desired destination.
The primary elements of Portland’s wayfinding
system are bicycle boulevard markings, bikeway
destination signs and bike route signs. These
facilities reinforce existing bikeways by making
them comfortable, attractive and visible to
bicyclists. They direct bicyclists to destinations
of cultural, regional and local significance.
They also alert motorists to anticipate the
presence of bicyclists on the roadway. In 2009,
approximately 800 bicycle boulevard markings,
700 bikeway destination signs and 500 bike
route signs have been installed within Portland.
Additional treatments, such as sharrows,
bike boxes, bike lanes, bike symbols and
bike detection symbols, may be considered
‘secondary wayfinding’. These treatments
are neither route-oriented nor destinationoriented, but indicate to both bicyclists and
motorists where bicyclists are likely to position
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Because new bicyclists and ‘interested but
concerned’ Portland residents are likely to be
familiar with Portland but not its bikeway
network, destination signs and boulevard
markings are a powerful tool for enhancing the
bicycling experience.
Kiosks with maps that highlight existing
bikeways and bikeable destinations within
a neighborhood, commercial district or
geographic area will provide bicyclists with
information to safely, comfortably and
conveniently access destinations that serve their
everyday needs, such as grocery stores, schools,

If implemented, kiosks should be placed at
neighborhood and commercial centers, as well
as at major destination hubs. Examples of these
locations include:
• Public spaces like Pioneer Courthouse
Square
• Access and egress points of heavilytrafficked trails such as the Springwater
Corridor Trail and the Vera Katz Eastbank
Esplanade

JONATHAN MAUS / BIKEPORTLAND.ORG

4.3.2 Primary wayfinding
Portland’s bikeway destination signs assist
bicyclists who are already familiar with
Portland’s geography but may not necessarily
know the most comfortable, safe and attractive
routes on which to travel by bicycle. Boulevard
markings reinforce bikeway destination signs
by providing visual reminders to bicyclists that
they are on a preferred bicycle route and direct
them along the route at difficult intersections,
offset intersections and route jogs.

parks, libraries and transit facilities.

• Transit centers such as Hollywood TC,
Rose Quarter TC, and Gateway TC
• Major academic institutions like Portland
State University, Portland Community
College campuses, Reed College, Lewis and
Clark College, Oregon Health & Science
University and the University of Portland
• Neighborhood and commercial centers
such as the Hawthorne District, the
Hillsdale Town Center, Lents Town Center,
the St. Johns Town Center, the Alberta Arts
District, the Pearl District and Downtown
Portland

BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION ARCHIVES

themselves in the roadway. As with the primary
wayfinding elements, secondary treatments
improve conditions for bicyclists by making
bikeways intuitive and communicating to both
drivers and bicyclists the common expectations
for roadway use.
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• Regional attractions, including Washington
Park, the Portland Art Museum and the
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
(OMSI)
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4.3.3 Route-based wayfinding
A system of main routes identified with names
or numbers and clearly marked has the potential
to increase the comfort of bicyclists and
improve their experience of the overall bikeway
network. Facilities completed on Major City
Bikeways would be logical candidates for
inclusion in a route-based wayfinding system.

with neighboring municipalities, particularly
those that are actively working to develop
and implement their own bicycle wayfinding
systems.

4.3.4 Coordination of wayfinding with
other jurisdictions
The Oregon Department of Transportation
(ODOT) will complete a standard bikeway
destination sign template for use on ODOT
rights-of-ways. Efforts should be made
to coordinate with ODOT after design
finalization to ensure that Portland’s bikeways
network is comprehensively served by
destination signs and markings regardless of
roadway jurisdiction.

Specifically:
• Sign and mark all new bikeways

City and state boundaries present unique
challenges for bicycle wayfinding, as bikeways
often end at municipal boundaries and
bordering cities often lack wayfinding systems
or have ones that significantly differ from
Portland’s. The City of Portland should
actively engage with neighboring city and state
governments to ensure that wayfinding guides
bicyclists to destinations and bikeways within
Portland, as well as to those in adjacent cities
and states. The City should take a proactive
approach to coordinating wayfinding systems
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4.3.5 Wayfinding recommendations
4.3 A. Improve wayfinding for users of
Portland’s network of bikeways.

wayfinding to transit, multi-modal hubs
and bicycle parking
• Coordinate bicycle destination sign
networks with neighboring municipalities
and standardize signs for bikeways
• Install bikeway destination signs, boulevard
markings and other pavement markings
that clearly communicate to bicyclists and
motorists expectations for roadway use

• Identify locations where bicycle signage and
markings are needed to define the route or
direct bicyclists to a destination or other
bikeway
• Install bicycle kiosks with maps at strategic
locations to direct bicyclists to destinations
or along bikeways in a defined geographic
area in order to improve the safety, comfort
and attractiveness of bicycling routes
• Investigate the feasibility of developing
a route-based wayfinding system to
complement Portland’s existing destinationbased wayfinding system by conducting
a study of best practices in route-based
wayfinding and working with stakeholders,
including the Bureau of Transportation’s
Maintenance Operations group, to identify
feasible systems
• Investigate opportunities for implementing
innovative wayfinding designs, such as
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